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The pace of change for consumers 
and technology has never been 

faster.
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What does this mean 
for the future of media?
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We’ve built the foundation
for the future of media
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We’ve built the foundation 
for the future of media

Better intent
drives better results
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fuel economy SUVs
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What if?
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Intent is
everywhere
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Educational activities for kids
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Vacation in Hawaii….
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new kitchen design
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Time for change…
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Stop chasing intent
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Start predicting intent
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Predict intent.
Drive growth.
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Focus on business 
outcomes

Stop marketing 
to the average

Automate 
Everything
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Focus on business 
outcomes
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89%
of leading marketers use 
strategic metrics to 
measure effectiveness 
of campaigns

Source: Google/MIT Technology Review Insights, ML Leaders and Laggards, Global, 2018 (Leaders (n=186) defined as >15% increase in revenue OR 15+ point market 
share increase, Laggards (n=176) defined as <0% growth in revenue OR <0 point marketshare)
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Stop marketing 
to the average
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They took a single and consistent LTV 
approach to segmentation and investment 
allocation in order to deliver better 
personalization and to engage the most 
valuable future prospects.

+28%
increase in enrollment after 1 year
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Segmentation by value will 
make your media smarter
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Automate Everything
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Leading organizations are

Source: [Google/MIT SMR] [MIT SMR/Google Future of Marketing/KPI Survey 2018] [Global] [2018], n=3200, manager +, full SMR industries.  KPI Index (grouped 
based on 20/60/20 split)  challenged n=645, capable  n=1928, leaders n=652]

2x
as likely to invest in 
automation and machine 
learning to drive 
marketing goals
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Ashford University
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Focus on business 
outcomes

Stop marketing 
to the average

Automate 
Everything
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Better understanding 
of our customers 

drives better results
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Focus on business 
outcomes

Stop marketing 
to the average

Automate 
Everything
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Predict intent.
Drive growth.
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Thank you




























